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Abstract  
 
In a rapidly growing and evolving environment, organizations must be able to reconfigure 
their resource base in order to adapt to changes.  
 
Several studies and research findings have already recognized knowledge management as a 
mean to enhance an organization’s dynamic capabilities and innovation. Effective 
knowledge management strategies have therefore become essential for an organization to 
achieve competitive advantage and finally innovate. 
 
Among the challenges for an effective knowledge management strategy, the transformation 
of “tacit” knowledge, that exists only in the experiences and mind of individuals and as such 
is difficult to be codified and transmitted,  into “explicit” knowledge, which instead can be 
easily expressed and documented, is essential to guarantee continuous organizational 
learning. 
 
Modern software development processes, such as Agile, provide to organizations several 
knowledge sharing techniques, to aid in the transformation of knowledge from “tacit” to 
“explicit” one. 
 
This study aims at investigating the impact of agile knowledge sharing methodologies on 
both dynamic and innovation capabilities of a selected case study organization, and further 
analyses the factors that may be contributing to such relationship. 
 
The research is carried out by surveying a representative sample of employees of a German 
software development company, CompanyX.  In total, 15 responses were received and a 
semi-structured face-to-face interview was conducted with one senior manager. Correlation 
and reliability testing are used as statistical tools to test both the reliability and validity of the 
model. Finally, the causality between the factors affecting knowledge sharing methodologies 
in use at CompanyX and the organization’s dynamic and innovation capabilities are analysed 
and compared to previous theoretical and empirical research findings. 
 
Several important observations are made as a result of our study. In particular, the overall 
research findings demonstrate that agile knowledge sharing methodologies can act as 
enhancers of CompanyX dynamic capabilities and enablers of innovation.  
 
Keywords: agile development, knowledge sharing, tacit knowledge management, dynamic 
capabilities, innovation. 
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1. Introduction 
 
This chapter provides an overview of the concept of dynamic capability and their relationship with knowledge 
management and innovation. It consequently introduces to the challenges of why knowledge sharing and collaboration 
within an agile development framework is nowadays less than obvious. It then presents the research problem, the 
issues with previous studies, significance of this study and the purpose statement of the research work. Finally, an 
overview of the thesis structure and chapter organization is provided. 
 

1.1. Background information 
 
Today’s global marketplace often rewards organizations that can take and manage risks. In order 
to survive in turbulent environments, a firm needs to be able to manage and adapt its tangible and 
intangible assets in a flexible manner in order to respond to uncertainty while still achieving growth 
(Zahra 1999). 
 
As firms must be able to seize new opportunities with flexibility, yet follow few “simple rules” 
(Eisenhardt & Sull 2001) to achieve the set strategic goals, they must also be able to combine 
deliberate strategies with emergent ones, by incrementally revising the original strategy in response 
of acquired capabilities and experiences gained with time and collected from various sources across 
the entire organization (Collis 2016). 

 
The ability by which managers are able to “integrate, build and reconfigure internal and external 
competencies to address rapidly changing environments” (Teece et al. 1997) has become known 
in literature as “dynamic capabilities” (Teece 2016; Eisenhardt & Martin 2000). 
 
Learning and knowledge management are at the foundation of a firm’s dynamic capabilities 
(Breznik & Hisrich 2014). Only with a proper knowledge management process, a firm can use its 
dynamic capabilities to improve its performances (Michailova & Zhan 2015) and achieve 
innovation (Lawson & Samson 2001). 
 
Today industry is becoming ever more reliant on technology and gaining an increasingly more 
knowledge-centric standpoint. This has provided an increasing focus on knowledge management 
as an important resource for an organization to manage (Johannessen et al. 2001) in order to 
achieve competitive advantage (Lubit 2001). In particular, techniques of learning and knowledge 
management are at the core of modern software development processes, as such processes are 
often recognized to be “knowledge driven” (Ghobadi & D’Ambra 2013) and mostly based on 
dynamic team interactions and knowledge sharing activities (Chau & Maurer 2003; Ghobadi 2015) 
 
Traditional software development practices, such as those typically found in waterfall-based 
development work around a staged approach and such techniques are suitable for organized, 
constrained systems. Each stage in the process must be completed before moving onto the next. 
This division of tasks among different specialist teams aligns well with the Taylor-based approach 
to working (Chau & Maurer 2003) and is supported by the use of extensive documentation, which 
make use of  “explicit ”, hence written, knowledge which is easy to assimilate and internalize in an 
organization (Ersoy & Mahdy 2015), being it easily accessible. However, in today’s more rapid 
development practices extensive documentation often quickly becomes irrelevant as the 
requirements and goals for a project changes. This is supported by notion of “working software 
over comprehensive documentation”, in which knowledge is accessed and maintained mostly 
through experience rather than in written form (Dingsoyr et al. 2012). 
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Being less driven by documentation and more by direct knowledge transfer, modern software 
development ideologies, such as Agile, pose therefore several challenges for an organization to 
manage knowledge (Johannessen et al. 2001), and such challenges must be assessed as they could 
ultimately affect the ability of a firm to build up dynamic capabilities and finally innovate. 
 

1.2. Problem formulation and thesis purpose 
 
In order to achieve the needed flexibility to reach the set strategic objectives, more and more 
companies are moving away from the traditional waterfall-based models and instead adopting 
Agile Development Methodologies (Cervone 2014).  
 
With the introduction of Agile Development methodologies, the focus has shifted to include less 
documentation but more attention to experience and verbal communication (Highsmith & 
Cockburn 2001). Within the Agile framework, knowledge has therefore changed from being 
“explicit ”, that is written and shared, to “tacit ”(Polanyi 1969), that is existing only in the mind of 
the individual, hence not easily articulated or verbalized, and as such at risk of being lost (Ersoy & 
Mahdy 2015).  
 
The key difference between these two types of knowledge is that explicit knowledge can be 
expressed formally and is encoded is some readily transferable medium such as books, electronic 
media etc., whereas tacit knowledge is influenced by personal characteristics such as belief, 
individual experience and personal perspective (Nonaka & Takeuchi 1995). 
 
 “Tacit ” knowledge management presents challenges for an organization to handle, as such kind 
of knowledge is difficult to communicate to others and can therefore often being mismanaged 
(Johannessen et al. 2001).  Nonetheless such challenges present an opportunity for an organization 
to develop inimitable core competencies based on knowledge (Lubit 2001) and therefore achieve 
competitive advantage. 
 
To achieve such advantage, organizations have started to make knowledge management sharing 
practices a direct part of a firm’s strategy, by encouraging individual’s innovative thinking and 
competencies sharing (Sunassee & Sewry 2002). By using knowledge sharing practices, tacit 
knowledge can be converted into explicit knowledge, making it easier for an organization to codify 
and to harvest. 
 
In this content, a question raises of whether, the introduction of modern agile development 
methodologies of knowledge sharing, can support an organization to use tacit knowledge 
management as a mean to enhance its internal dynamic capabilities and finally innovate.  
 
The purpose of this thesis work is therefore to gain further understanding of whether practices 
of agile knowledge sharing, being used for tacit knowledge management, can act as enhancers of 
a firm’s dynamic capabilities and enablers of innovation within the agile organization. 
  
This thesis work will attempt to achieve its purpose by offering an analysis on the way tacit 
knowledge in managed, focusing on understanding the factors that affect knowledge sharing 
methodologies in a selected case study organization and further assessing the effect of such factors 
on both dynamic capabilities and innovation. 
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1.3. Importance and novelty of the study 
 
The identification and investigation of a framework, which describes the ability of a firm to manage 
both its tangible and intangible resources in order to adapt to changes, has been one of the most 
popular object of research in the field of  strategic management of the last few years (Barreto 2010; 
Helfat & Peteraf 2003; Teece 2007).  
 
Several studies have already identified the characteristics of a firm dynamic capabilities and its 
relationship with a firm performance (Shih-Yi Chen Ching-Han 2012; McKee et al. 1989) and have 
started to address knowledge management as a fundamental process that enhances such 
capabilities (Zollo & Winter 2002; Lubit 2001). 
 
Researchers have also been investigating the link between dynamic capabilities and innovation 
(Liao et al. 2009; Cheng & Chen 2013; Ellonen et al. 2009), and have pointed to knowledge 
management as the mediating process of such relationship (Sher & Lee 2004; Giniuniene & 
Jurksiene 2015; Shih-Yi Chen Ching-Han 2012). However, above mentioned studies have only 
focused in addressing explicit knowledge, hence written and explicit knowledge, rather than tacit 
knowledge, which is at the core of Agile development methodologies (Endres et al. 2007), and 
poses additional challenges for an organization to both build dynamic capabilities and innovate 
(Levy & Hazzan 2009), being itself difficult to express, verbalize and transfer. 

 
The focus of this thesis work in exploring the relationship between “tacit” knowledge sharing 
practices, dynamic capabilities and innovation, is of particular importance to answer, as today 
industry is more and more introducing agile development techniques (Harvard Business Review 
Analytic Services 2015) and, understanding how such knowledge sharing techniques can influence 
a firm’s ability to change and innovate is fundamental in order to guarantee the long-term 
competitive advantage of the organization (Lubit 2001). 
 

1.4. Thesis structure  
 
The remainder of this thesis work is structured as follows. The next chapter reviews what is 
currently known on a firm’s strategic management and dynamic capabilities, agile development 
methodologies and their connection to knowledge management practices to enhance agility and 
lead to innovation. Chapter 3 describes the research design and questions, as well as the methods 
used for data collection and analysis. Chapter 4 presents the results of the study, discusses of how 
the empirical findings correspond to the literature and reflects on why it corresponds or deviates. 
Chapter 5 provides a summary and final conclusions as well as introduces possible routes for future 
development of this thesis work. 
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2. Theoretical framework   
  
This chapter contains the theoretical framework used to support this thesis work.  It starts by providing an overview 
on what dynamic capabilities are and how they are related to the ability of a firm to achieve strategic advantage. It 
continues by introducing the concept of innovation and by describing the relationship between dynamic capabilities 
and innovation that are so-far known in literature. Moreover, an introduction on the different types of knowledge is 
provided and the role of knowledge management as a mediator of the relationship between dynamic capabilities and 
innovation is discussed. After that, an overview on Agile Development Methodologies for software development is 
given and the way knowledge is managed in such framework is further analyzed by focusing on the challenges of 
managing “tacit” knowledge and presenting various techniques of knowledge sharing currently in use to overcome 
such challenges. Finally, the research question and hypothesis propositions used to support this thesis work are 
presented. 
 

2.1. Strategic management and dynamic capabilities 
 
Strategic Management aim is for an organization to achieve competitive advantage (Best 2009).  
 
Not only, however, competitive advantage must be obtained, but it also need be sustained through 
time. This can be accomplished by obsoleting the original strategy and revising it depending on 
external changes and newly emerging trends (Porter 1990a) 
 
Different frameworks have been developed in literature to help organization’s analyze their 
external environments (Khanna et al. 2005; Ryall 2013; Kim & Mauborgne 2011). Among such 
frameworks is Porter’s Five Forces, according to which the strength of competition is shaped by 
the power of suppliers, the power of customers, the intensity of rivalry and the threats of new 
entrants and substitution (Porter 2008).  
 
The main focus of above mentioned frameworks has been however only the one to analyze the 
external environment, largely ignoring many aspects of an organization internal environment 
(Teece et al. 1997). 
 
Looking at the internal environment of an organization, (Penrose 1959) was one of the first to 
recognize the value of a firm’s internal resources in the achievement of competitive advantage, 
consequently setting the basis for the modern Resource Based View (RBV) of the firm (Lockett & 
Wild 2014). According to the RBV model, presented by Barney in 1991, the collection of a firm 
intangible and tangible resources, such as human resources, organizational processes and routines, 
information and knowledge, are at the core of sustained competitive advantage (Barney et al. 2001)  
 
Expanding on the RBV model, in 1997, Teece, Pisano and Shuen presented the “dynamic capabilities 
framework” in order “to explain how combinations of competences and resources can be developed, deployed, and 
protected”(Teece et al. 1997, p.510). 
 
In particular, we refer at the term “dynamic capabilities” as a set of “specific organizational and strategic 
processes (e.g., product innovation, strategic decision making, knowledge sharing) by which managers alter their 
resource base” in order to adapt to sudden market changes” (Eisenhardt & Martin 2000). 
 
The term “dynamic” refers to the ability of the organization to renew its environment in response 
to change (Sher & Lee 2004). “Capabilities” needed in a volatile environment might include the 
adoption, integration, and reconfiguration of organizational skills, resources, and functions that 
are necessary to the organization to respond to the change (Sher & Lee 2004). 
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Dynamic capabilities have been defined in literature not only as abilities or capacities (Teece 2007; 
Eisenhardt & Martin 2000) but also as operating procedures or processes (Zollo & Winter 2002; 
Helfat & Peteraf 2003) which are used by an organization to solve problems or to transform 
already existing operating routines into new ones  (Helfat & Peteraf 2003). 
 
According to (Teece 2007) dynamic capabilities can be aggregated into three main organizational 
abilities: 

 Sensing: the ability of a firm to sense and shape opportunities and threats; 
 Seizing: the ability of a firm to seize already identified opportunities; 
 Sustaining: the ability of a firm to maintain seized opportunities by monitoring, 

enhancing, protecting and when necessary reconfiguring both its tangible and intangible 
assets. 
 

Following up on Teece (2007) model, (Chiu et al. 2016) extends dynamic capabilities into four 
categories of sensing, coordination, autonomy and reconfiguration capabilities, and further 
analyses the relationship between those.  In particular, “the sensing capability enhances both 
coordination capability and autonomy capability. Both coordination capability and autonomy 
capability facilitate reconfiguration capability. Moreover, the reconfiguration capability improves 
radical innovation” (Chiu et al. 2016). 
  
Finally, in a strongly volatile market, the level of adaptive capability inherent of an organization 
has been found to be positively correlated with organizational performance (McKee et al. 1989), 
and ultimately with the ability of a firm to innovate (Liao et al. 2009; Michailova & Zhan 2015; 
Shafia et al. 2016).  
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2.2. Innovation and dynamic capabilities 
 
(Schumpeter 1934) was the first researcher to define innovation as “new products or processes, as well 
as new sources of supply, new markets, or even new ways of organizing business”.  
 
(Abernathy & Clark 1985) proposed a framework to analyze innovation depending on the 
conditions of the market and the technological capabilities of an organization, which is depicted 
in Figure 1. 

 
Figure 1 Abernathy & Clark (1985) Innovation Framework. Adapted from Ellonen et al. (2009) 

 
According to (Abernathy & Clark 1985; Ellonen et al. 2009) there are four types of innovation: 
 

 Architectural Innovation in which new technology is brought into new markets; 
 Niche creation in which a firm seeks new market opportunities by targeting a specific 

customer segment, leveraging existing capabilities and technologies; 
 Revolutionary innovation in which breakthrough or disruptive technologies emerge in 

the existing market; 
 Regular innovation or also “Incremental Innovation”, in which existing products or 

technologies are incrementally improved within the existing markets by leveraging existing 
capabilities. 

 
A first hint on the relationship between dynamic capabilities and innovation can be found in 
(Porter 1990b): in turbulent environments, a firm is able to innovate only by revising and 
obsoleting its existing strategy and organizational structure. This relationship has been further 
explored by  (Breznik & Hisrich 2014), who recognized dynamic capabilities to be the precondition 
or basis for innovation and indicated cases in which there was actually no difference between 
innovation and dynamic capability at all. 
 
(Ellonen et al. 2009) explored the relationship between dynamic capabilities and the different types 
of innovation, as proposed by (Abernathy & Clark 1985). Firms that had very strong abilities to 
reconfigure their resource base were found to be better in leveraging existing technologies and 
capabilities in innovation development.  
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In particular, companies with strong capabilities in all three areas of “sensing, seizing and 
reconfiguration” (Teece 2007) were found to rely  both on existing and newly acquired capabilities to 
improve products for new customers ( “niche creation innovation”) or develop new technologies 
for new markets (“revolutionary innovation”). On the other hand, firms which leveraged only one 
aspect of dynamic capabilities without fostering for example the “reconfiguration” aspect, were 
found to be mostly relying on pure exploration of new technologies (“architectural innovation”). 
 
The above findings are also found in both (Benner & Tushman 2003)  and (Cheng & Chen 2013) 
who demonstrated that “there are decreasing returns from the pure exploration of new capabilities on new 
knowledge creation” (Ellonen et al. 2009). According to (Benner & Tushman 2003) the  self-enforcing 
nature of learning provides in fact more incremental rather than breakthrough innovation. If 
dynamic capabilities supported by learning contribute proportionally to incremental innovation 
(Zollo & Winter 2002; Benner & Tushman 2003),  on the other hand their relationship with 
breakthrough innovation has been found to be U-Shaped (Cheng & Chen 2013): the longer firms 
have dynamic capabilities, the more rooted they become in their own environment, hence the 
highest degree of breakthrough innovation occurs only during the early stages of dynamic 
capabilities development (Cheng & Chen 2013), and an increase of process management practices 
decreases breakthrough innovation yet still enhancing incremental one (Benner & Tushman 2003). 
 
(Lawson & Samson 2001) proposes that innovation management can be viewed as a form of 
organization dynamic capability and that innovation can be defined as the ability to continuously 
transform knowledge into new products, processes or services for the benefit of the firm. (Shih-
Yi Chen Ching-Han 2012) further expands on such line of research by not only confirming the 
role of dynamic capabilities in enhancing a firm’s performance, but also highlighting the positive 
contribution of learning in support of such relationship.  
 
Finally, according to (Cheng et al. 2016), the effectiveness of a firm innovation is contingent on 
the presence of both knowledge acquisition and knowledge sharing capabilities. 
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2.3. Knowledge management and dynamic capabilities 
 
Knowledge Management and intellectual capital constitute intangible assets that an organization 
must manage in order to achieve competitive advantage versus its competitors (Sunassee & Sewry 
2002).  
 
(Demarest 1997) defines Knowledge Management as “the systemic underpinning, observation, 
instrumentation and optimization of a firm’s knowledge economies”. (Nonaka & Takeuchi 1995) 
distinguishes between two different types of knowledge: 
 

 Explicit Knowledge is knowledge that can be readily articulated, codified, accessed and 
verbalized (Nonaka & Takeuchi 1995). The most common forms of explicit knowledge 
are documents, procedures or manuals that an organization uses; 

 Tacit Knowledge is knowledge that is defined as skills, ideas and experiences that people 
have in their minds and that therefore is difficult to access or to express (Polanyi 1969). 

 
According to (Nonaka et al. 1996),  knowledge within an organization is created following a never-
ending process of both explicit and tacit knowledge conversion. In order to make use of tacit 
knowledge it is first necessary to represent it in an external, tangible form that can be used by 
others, hence it is necessary to convert tacit knowledge into explicit one (Nonaka & Takeuchi 
1995).  
 
As shown in Figure 2 the process of knowledge creation and conversion is a spiral which is 
composed of three different phases of externalization, objectification and internalization (Huysman & 
DeWit 2002). 

 
Figure 2: The Knowledge Sharing Cycle (Huysman & DeWit 2002)  

Externalization indicates a phase in which individuals share knowledge with their peers. In this 
phase experience is externalized by means of analogies or concepts which trigger dialogue or 
collective reflection (hence knowledge moves from being tacit to explicit)(Nonaka et al. 1996).  

 
Objectification is the process of globalizing local knowledge (Von Krogh et al. 2000). In this 
phase already explicit concepts are systemized and grouped together into a new knowledge system 
(Nonaka et al. 1996). Such system, which is available and shared among  all the community, builds 
up the organizational knowledge (Huysman & DeWit 2002). 

 
Internalization is defined as the process by which “business’ employees acquire knowledge from their work 
environment and their interactions with fellow employees” (Huysman & DeWit 2002).With this process 
explicit organizational knowledge is internalized by the individual in the form of a shared mental 
model or technical know-how, which therefore becomes an organization valuable asset (This is 
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also referred as “learning by doing” in which knowledge goes from being explicit back to tacit) 
(Nonaka et al. 1996). 
 
According to (Eisenhardt & Martin 2000), knowledge management is at the very heart of an 
organization’s dynamic capability. Not only in fact can knowledge be seen an internal intangible 
resource that the organization has at its disposal, but the process to actually manage knowledge 
has been recognized to be fundamental for preserving and updating dynamic capabilities in order 
to sustain organizational performance (Krzakiewicz 2013). In particular, organizations that 
introduce knowledge management practices are found to be more innovative than the average firm 
(Lundvall & Nielsen 2007). 
 
Despite being a common understanding that the framework of dynamic capabilities and 
knowledge management are somehow interrelated (Eisenhardt & Martin 2000), the very first 
analysis of such relationship was performed by (Easterby-Smith & Prieto 2008; Zollo & Winter 
2002), who recognized the importance of Knowledge Management as a supporting infrastructure 
to enable Dynamic Capabilities and identified the learning process as the linkage that would enable 
such relationship, as also shown in Figure 3. 

 
Figure 3 A Framework Linking Knowledge Management and Dynamic Capability (Easterby-Smith & Prieto 

2008) 

(Giniuniene & Jurksiene 2015) as well recognized organizational learning as a mediating role that 
supports an organization’s dynamic capabilities and further confirmed the role of knowledge 
management and organizational learning as an important enabler of innovation and ultimately 
enhancer of a firm’s performance.  
 
The mediating role of learning in the relationship between dynamic capabilities and innovation 
was further analyzed in literature by (Zollo & Winter 2002), who confirmed that dynamic 
capabilities are shaped by the coevolution of the learning mechanisms of experience accumulation, 
knowledge articulation and codification. This finding is in line with the previously described 
organizational knowledge creation models presented by (Nonaka et al. 1996) and (Huysman & 
DeWit 2002). 
 
In particular, “experience accumulation”, refers to the internalization of individual experiences and 
behaviors as an outcome of performing a task. “Knowledge articulation” takes place when 
individuals start to externalize the tacit knowledge they possess by sharing it with others.  
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Such knowledge becomes then “explicit” as its existence moves from the mind of the individual 
employee to the community and is then finally “codified” in written procedures that become 
practice of the entire organization (Zollo & Winter 2002). 
 
Since organizational learning can only be achieved through individual learning (Zollo & Winter 
2002), organizations have started to make knowledge management sharing practices a direct part 
of a firm’s strategy, by encouraging individual’s innovative thinking and competencies sharing 
(Sunassee & Sewry 2002).  
 
According to (Liu & Cui 2012), within the enterprise, tacit knowledge can be shared by means of 
trial and error and by fostering communication and experience sharing while working with experts 
or in a team (Yuqin et al. 2012).   
 
(Ghobadi 2015) has proposed a framework that describes several factors influencing tacit 
knowledge sharing among teams. The following aspects are considered as main drivers of 
knowledge sharing activities: 
 

 Technology-related drivers, such as project methodology and technologies used for 
collaboration 

 Organizational-related drivers, such as roles and task assignments within the team, 
leadership styles employed, as well as organizational culture and team level of autonomy 

 Task-related drivers, such as project risks, shared tasks between team members and 
knowledge on the project 

 People-related drivers, such as extrinsic and intrinsic motives, sense of identity and 
belonging to the group. 

 
Finally,  (Ryan & O’Connor 2013)  underlines how tacit knowledge is acquired and shared mostly 
thanks to social interactions among team members, and further recognizes both the challenges and 
the importance of managing tacit knowledge sharing in an Agile Development environment. 
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2.5. The Agile Development framework 
 
Agile is an industry agnostic framework aimed at providing efficient and timely product iterations 
that give added value to customers through regular and progressive deliveries, incorporating both 
increased functionality and customer feedback (Highsmith & Cockburn 2001). This approach is a 
marked divergence from techniques which due to the length of development often deliver 
something that the customer didn’t ask for, or just as likely, no longer meet the customer current 
requirements due to changes over time (Schaeffer 2016). 
 
Although widely used in the software development industry, the mechanics as defined in the Agile 
Manifesto (http://agilemanifesto.org/) can equally be applied to other industries (Conforto et al. 
2014), and have in the recent years become a trusted and preferred method for an organization to 
achieve competitive advantage (Harvard Business Review Analytic Services 2015). 
 
The origins of Agile as a concept were laid down as a response to the shortcomings of the 
traditional Waterfall-based approaches to software project development. Such development 
practices had significant disadvantages from the customer perspective in that timescales for 
product delivery were long, with requirements often changing in the interim, and focus being 
heavily of documentation at the outset (Huo et al. 2004). The comparison of when documentation 
is delivered as part of the development lifecycle can be seen from the diagram below (Kumar 
2016). 

 
Figure 4 Documentation in Agile and Waterfall (Kumar 2016) 

On the other hand, Agile is deliberately lightweight. It has no constraints from either technology 
or industry but merely lays down several basic customer-centric guidelines upon which 
implementations, such as Scrum or Kanban, can be built. The commonality across all these 
implementations is the same - an attempt to create collaborative development  by removing the 
constraints of process in favor of productivity (Dingsoyr et al. 2012).  
 
Previous process-driven mechanisms, such as waterfall were purely sequential in their nature. One 
step in the sequence had to be completed before the next could be started - this led to lengthy time 
spans before the product was delivered (the final stage). Agile removed this process by promoting 
the idea of doing just enough of everything to allow the next release to be completed - whether 
this be coding, documentation, testing - the exact breakdown is fully and entirely defined within 
the sprint user stories after completing which a new potentially releasable version of  software 
could be delivered to the customer (Schaeffer 2016), as also shown in Figure 5. 
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 Figure 5 Waterfall vs Agile (Schaeffer 2016) 

The Agile Manifesto, upon which this customer focused approach is built upon, can be 
summarized into the following statements: 

 Individuals and interactions: self-organization and motivation are important, as are 
interactions like co-location and pair programming. Teams and team members make the 
decisions on how problems are solved. Solutions evolve in consensus rather than being 
dictated from outside. Familiarity of actions providing regular feedback to the customer 
and the team are essential to steering the project to its goal. Iterative code review and 
inspection are one of the first pillars of Agile (Roxas 2013); 

 Customer collaboration: requirements cannot be fully collected at the beginning of the 
software development cycle, therefore continuous customer or stakeholder involvement is 
essential; Whereas older methodologies only tended to interact with the user during the 
initial requirements gather, agile encourages the customer, as another stakeholder, to be 
involved at all stages of development, providing essential feedback that is fed back into 
later iterations of the development cycle. Such interactions provide the customer with a 
cooperative and open work environment and allows them immediately to see the progress 
that is being made towards their ultimate goals. Transparency (to both the customer and 
the team) is the second pillar upon which Agile is based (Roxas 2013) 

 Produce working software: working software is more useful and welcome than just 
presenting documents to clients in meetings. Incremental improvements are developed 
over time to provide added functionality and value to the customer. Ideally, the product in 
its current form would be demonstrated to the customer as a direct means of receiving 
feedback and possibly changed requirements. At the end of each iteration the task of 
reflection is performed to gain insights into what went well and what can be improved 
going forward. 

 Ability to respond to change: agile methods are focused on quick responses to change 
and continuous development rather than theoretical processes and static documentation, 
and are characterized by the ability to adapt to changing environment quickly, to allow 
changes in directions to be adopted as products evolve and are developed. Adaption to 
changes is the third pillar of Agile (Kessler & Williams 2013; Roxas 2013). 

 
None of the above principles and components are new to software development, but what made 
agile different is the way these items are combined into a “theoretical and practical framework” 
(Highsmith & Cockburn 2001) providing a forum that “actively to rapidly or inherently create 
change, proactively or reactively embrace change, and learn from change while contributing to 
perceived customer value (economy, quality, and simplicity), through its collective components 
and relationships with its environment” (Conboy 2009). 
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2.6. Knowledge Sharing in Agile Development 

 
One of the main differences between Agile Methodologies and waterfall-based approaches lies in 
the way they manage knowledge (Chau & Maurer 2003).  
 
The waterfall model is “plan-driven” and mostly relies on documentation (explicit knowledge) 
(Takpuie & Tanner 2016). On the other hand Agile methods favor interactions and individual over 
processes (Dingsoyr et al. 2012), leading to informal communication among teams and the 
existence of “tacit” knowledge (Santos et al. 2014), which exists only in the mind of individual and 
is consequently at risk of being lost (Leon de La Barra et al. 2013).  An organization’s internal work 
environment needs therefore to preserve and sustain such knowledge in order to build its core 
expertise and market value (Amritesh & Misra 2014). 
 
In the attempt to transform  and absorb individual’s tacit knowledge into the core organizational 
knowledge, software development processes have developed different techniques for knowledge 
sharing and creation (Ersoy & Mahdy 2015), of which the Agile Development framework makes 
particularly intense use of (Amritesh & Misra 2014; Dingsoyr et al. 2012). 
 
Jacobson (2008) described knowledge sharing as “an exchange of knowledge between two individuals: one 
who communicates knowledge (the sender) and one who assimilates it (the receiver)”.  
 
Knowledge sharing within a business is essential as it promotes the creation of new knowledge 
which can be used as a means of gaining an advantage over competition (Lesser and Stork, 2001). 
Several Agile practices are recognized to foster tacit knowledge sharing and management (Levy & 
Hazzan 2009; Bari & Ahamad 2011; Kavitha & Irfan Ahmed 2011). Among these are: 

 Whole Teams: Team members that were originally assigned with individual, separated 
roles are integrated into the development process as a “whole team”; 

 Collaborative workplace: visual management cards and posters are used to communicate 
the status of the project; hence any stakeholder can know the status of the project at any 
time; 

 Pair Programming: Pair programming is an agile development practice in which two 
programmers work as a producer their combined solution. There are two roles involved in 
this practice, the “driver” who writes the code and the “observer” who analyses the code 
written by the driver, as it is written, and assesses it in terms of achieving their goals. The 
observer considers the impact of the code that is being written with a view to anticipating 
any potential problems that may occur from the direction the driver is going. It is 
commonplace for these two roles to be reversed regularly to prevent any subconscious 
bias being incorporated into the solution by providing two perspectives on the direction 
and goals that is being taken by the pair (Kavitha & Irfan Ahmed 2011); 

 Open Source Communities/Communities of Practice: Communities of practice are 
groups of people who share a concern or passion for something they do and learn how to 
do it better as they interact regularly (Wenger 1998). Open source communities describe 
the principle of software development whereby the source code and results are freely 
available to the public and anyone in the community can contribute to the improvement 
of the software in a free-form way with minimal constraints and restrictions. Such 
communities allow the development of software by a team of people who are generally not 
centralized but work in various locations connected by a network. This approach exhibits 
many qualities associated with agile development; self-organization of teams, the 
onboarding of regular feedback from the community and the mutual respect for team 
members(Corbucci & Goldman 2009). 
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 Social Media: Social media promotes connections being made between people, or groups 
within a business (Burt 2005). The effectiveness of social media as a tool for knowledge 
sharing is determined by the ease, degree and impact that knowledge sharing has on the 
performance of the business. Burt (2005) defined this impact as “the social capital explains 
how people do better because they are somehow better connected with other people”.  
 

A survey by Keil and Carmel (1995) indicated that the success or failure of software projects can 
be attributed for the number of direct links to the customer; the more direct communication that 
exists the more likely were are of having a successful outcome (Keil & Carmel 1995). This is 
supported by media richness theory (Daft & Lengel 1986) which support direct communication 
with customers as a means to improving the richness of the dialogue, receiving immediate feedback 
to questions and provides cues in more subtle ways, such as body language, voice inflection, rather 
than the low-bandwidth documentation route supported by the waterfall based approach. 
 
Finally, the above mentioned practices of community knowledge sharing were found to increase 
organizational performance by dramatically decreasing the learning curve of new employees, 
enabling quicker responses to customer inquiries and fostering the spawning of new ideas for 
products and services (Lesser & Storck 2001). 
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2.8. Hypothesis development & research question 
   
In this thesis work the relationship between dynamic capability, knowledge sharing and innovation, 
is going to be further investigated in the context of a chosen case study company which adopts 
agile development methodologies for knowledge sharing and learning.   
 
The research question - “Can the use of agile development techniques for knowledge sharing contribute in 
enhancing a firm dynamic capabilities and innovation?  ”- is going to be further supported by the following 
research hypothesis: 
 

 Hypothesis 1 (H1): There is a positive relationship between Agile knowledge sharing 
practices and enhanced dynamic capabilities  

 Hypothesis 2 (H2): There is a positive relationship between Agile knowledge sharing 
practices and innovation 
 

Figure 6 shows the assumed framework used throughout this thesis to support our research 
questions. The enhancement of dynamic capabilities and innovation within the agile organization 
are treated as dependent variables. On the other hand, the (tacit) knowledge sharing practices that 
affect both dynamic capabilities and innovation are considered as independent variables. H1 and 
H2 predict a direct and positive effect of agile knowledge sharing practices on both dynamic 
capabilities and innovation. 

 
Figure 6  Proposed Hypothesis  

The above proposed research question and hypothesis were constructed as a result of the literature 
review performed during this thesis work and summarized in the previous sections of this chapter.  
 
In particular, the effect of knowledge management on both dynamic capabilities and innovation 
has been highlighted in literature by both (Zollo & Winter 2002) and (Giniuniene & Jurksiene 
2015), who saw in knowledge management the mediating link between an organization’s dynamic 
capabilities and its ability to innovate.  
 
Effective and efficient knowledge flows within firms are in fact critical in establishing and 
maintaining dynamic capabilities (Sher & Lee 2004), which are the basis of increased organizational 
performance (Teece 2016; Teece 2013; Mankins & Steele 2005). Furthermore innovation requires 
as well knowledge to be properly managed and retained (Lawson & Samson 2001; Lubit 2001).   
 
An organization that adopts agile methodologies for product development faces several challenges 
to manage knowledge (Bari & Ahamad 2011; Yuqin et al. 2012; Johannessen et al. 2001), being 
such methodologies based on “tacit” knowledge, that is experimental and verbal, rather than easily 
codified and transmitted across the organization (Polanyi 1969). 
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By adopting knowledge sharing practices, “tacit” knowledge and “tacit” routines can be 
externalized into tangible “explicit knowledge”  within the organization (Zollo & Winter 2002; 
Nonaka & Takeuchi 1995; Huysman & DeWit 2002), leading to richer cognitive understandings 
of an organization activities and behaviors, which ultimately promotes incremental (Benner & 
Tushman 2003) and to some extent breakthrough innovation (Cheng & Chen 2013; Ellonen et al. 
2009).  
 
Practices of agile knowledge sharing that are commonly used among software development teams 
are recognized to be predictors of improved work efficiency (Ryan & O’Connor 2009; Chau & 
Maurer 2003) and increased software quality (Huo et al. 2004). However, only with a proper 
balance on “tacit” and “explicit” knowledge sharing activities, software development teams are 
able to transfer the acquired knowledge at the organizational level (Ryan & O’Connor 2013), 
therefore contributing in enhancing its dynamic capabilities (Eisenhardt & Martin 2000). 
 
We have chosen to analyse our research hypothesis with the theoretical framework introduced 
above, as such framework stems as a direct result of the work of (Teece et al. 1997) and (Eisenhardt 
& Martin 2000), who were the first to define the essence and importance of dynamic capabilities 
in an organization. Such framework consequently produced a massive stream of reviews and 
literature, indicating the importance as well as the actuality of the topic, that continues, despite 
only a few critiques, until today (Barreto 2010). 
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3. Methodology  
 
This chapter introduces to the methodologies used to research, collect and analyze data. Finally, an overview 
of the case study company and its knowledge management framework is provided, as well as ethical 
considerations commented. 
 

3.1. Research strategy 
 
Yin (2009) describes research strategies as “an empirical inquiry that investigates a contemporary 
phenomenon within its real-life context, especially when the boundaries between the phenomenon and the context are 
not clear… It allows the investigation to retain the holistic and meaningful characteristics of real-life events—such 
as individual life cycles, organizational and managerial processes, neighborhood change, international relations, and 
the maturation of industries” (Yin 2009). 
 
Such strategies can be categorized into five different groupings: 

 Survey-based: Surveys are often used to gather quantitative data, but may also gather 
qualitative information through open-ended questions. Surveys are carried out on a sample 
of respondents from a selected population usually selected by using a questionnaire. They 
are flexible in nature and are not limited or restricted by the sample or population size. 
Once completed survey data needs to be analyzed to produce useful meaningful insights 
(Kelley et al. 2003). 

 Interviews: Interviews can be highly flexible and may either be highly formalized or 
informal in nature depending on the desired outcome. Interviews tend to be in one of 
three main categories, depending upon the degree to which they are structured: structured, 
semi-structured and unstructured interviews. Structured interviews are based on a 
predetermined set of questions, allowing no deviation from these questions and structure 
imposed by the questions’ order and format. Unstructured interviews start with a few 
broad questions or areas for discussion. Once the conversation has begun the interviewer 
can have the freedom to dig deeper into areas of interest led and prompted by the 
interviewees’ answers and manner (Mack et al. 2011) . 

 Experimental: An experimental strategy is primarily aimed at establishing a causal link 
between two variables. One of the two variables are altered under controlled conditions 
and the effect, if any, of the second is observed and recorded. All other variables in the 
system are kept constant to remove them from any perceived change. 

 Archival or Historical Analysis: as its name suggest this approach uses results obtained 
from previous experiments as the source for new study. The aim being to find patterns 
and trends in previous independent work, as the foundation to support current findings. 

 Case Studies: A focused study on a social units, in this case a business, that tries to 
determine what factors led to its success or failure  (Yin 2009). 
 

In selecting a research strategy it is important to choose an approach that is the most suitable for 
addressing the research problem under investigation and the nature of the results that such an 
inquiry will produce (Yin 2009). These approaches can broadly be categorized in three ways: 
qualitative, quantitative and a mixed method approach, which, as its name suggests, uses features 
of both (Leech & Onwuegbuzie 2009). 
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3.1.1. Qualitative research methods 
 
Qualitative research methods address the cultural issues of people and their experiences and 
interactions within social gatherings and group (Holloway 1997). 
 
The nature of the qualitative approach provides a subjective way to analyze the more informal, less 
concrete attributes of a research topic. Due to its subjective nature, such an approach is more 
valuable in situations where hard and fast statistical analysis of data is not possible (Yin 2009). 
 
There are three widely used qualitative techniques than can be used to this end (Mack et al. 2011): 

 observing the people providing the data and analyzing their behavior whilst in a common 
and well known environment;  

 performing detailed interviews to collect and collate the experiences of the participants 
and their viewpoints on the topics under discussion; 

 using of targeted focus groups for collecting information to be used in creating an overview 
of the topics being investigated. 

 
3.1.2. Quantitative research methods  

 
These methods are more suited to capturing empirical data about the processes and their 
interactions. The quantifiable nature of this approach readily allows data analysis to be performed 
to highlight and correlations and other comparative measurements. There are many ways to 
capture concrete data using quantitative techniques including the use of surveys and questionnaires 
with the individuals in the target group (Yin 2009). 
  

3.1.3. Mixed research methods  
 
As it name suggested, mixed research methods (or just mixed method), combines elements of each 
of the above two techniques and tailors them towards the specific research problem, thereby 
leveraging the benefits of each to achieve the best results given the problem domain (Bryann & 
Bell 2007). As also suggested by (Yin 2009) the mixed method approach provides the researcher 
with the flexibility to pick and choose the features of each approach to create a problem specific 
cocktail of techniques and strategies unique to the problem space and thereby offering strong 
deductions and a wider range of views (Tashakori & Teddlie 2003). 
   
Our choice of a method has been based on two key factors: the ability to provide an analysis on 
the influence of the knowledge sharing activities within the organization as suggested by Creswell 
(2009), together with the need to explore the phenomena in its natural context (Cavaye 1996). 
These two factors have directed us to undertake an exploratory case study on CompanyX, 
described in more details in section 3.3 of this thesis work, which will be carried out using a mixed 
methodology of research (Yin 2009). 
 
The unit of analysis of the case study will focus on software development projects and their 
associated teams. This unit of analysis has been chosen because recognized to be the most adequate 
to investigate the research question, as several projects run at CompanyX at the same time making 
it is very easy to gather needed data for the case study and generalize on the eventual research 
findings. 
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3.2. The Case Study Company 
 
In this thesis work the name of the selected case study organization has been protected by using 
the alias “CompanyX”. 
 
CompanyX, is a software development company based in the south of Germany, which is 
dedicated to transform the way its customers sells and owns cars, since its foundation in 2001. 
  
With a proven industry focus and software development expertise, CompanyX provides 
proprietary software solutions for car manufacturers and their dealer networks around the world 
and successfully supports all key business processes in the automotive industry by providing tools 
to drive their efficiency and effectiveness.   
 
Its software solutions are the result of continuous investment and development, incorporating 
valuable feedback from customers and partners around the world. 
 
CompanyX is committed to delivering global solutions that meet local needs. To achieve this, the 
company has built a global presence through offices in Europe, Russia, Asia Pacific, Middle East 
and Latin America as well as a network of selected partners committed to providing excellent 
customer service and local market expertise. 
 
Provided the global presence of the organization, the case study has been limited to the German 
site, which constitutes its Headquarters and it is the site where software development activities as 
well as R&D workforce are centralized. 
 
The German Headquarter is composed of three distinct but interrelated departments: 
 

 The Research & Development Department consisting of both junior and senior 
developers, which are responsible for all software development and product development 
functions within the business. The resources within this department are allocated to 
projects on a needs basis. Senior staff members are assigned as team leaders and several 
cross-functional teams are created below them. The nature of the skills in any given team 
will depend on the requirements of the project under consideration. Once a team has been 
created to service a project it is assigned to a Product Owner, who serves as interface 
between the business and the external customers and is responsible to translate customer 
requirements into development activities to be fulfilled by the specific project team. 
 

 The Sales and Marketing Department which promotes the company’s values and ethics 
to the potential customers and performs all financial and accounting processes such as 
billing customers and chasing up overdue payments.  
 

 The Human Resources Department which is responsible to oversee the organization 
hiring process, as well as manage employee competencies and professional development 
with ongoing training activities as well as career development programs. 

 
Throughout the business and its operations, CompanyX makes use of a variegated knowledge 
management strategy, supported by suitable knowledge management tools used by employees 
working in the different department, as shown in Figure 7. 
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Figure 7 Knowledge Management infrastructure of CompanyX 

 
As shown in Figure 7, tacit knowledge is managed within the organization mostly at the Team and 
Project level, using team-based wikis, as well as daily management meetings that are carried out by 
the project team members to share information, experience and discuss on the overall project 
progresses and direction. During the daily management meetings, the teams make use of visual 
boards, on which information on the project is posted daily for everyone to review and access. 
Moreover, pair-programming is used among software developers as the main activity to share 
technical information on the details for a software project or software unit coding. 
 
The above described activities on knowledge sharing are supported by a systematic IT 
infrastructure, which sees tools such as SharePoint, Team Foundation Server and Trello as main 
tools used to share knowledge and project-related news among team members belonging to the 
software development department. 
 
Finally, the tacit information and experience gathered at project level are reviewed monthly in so-
called “Expert Groups”, where decision is made of whether to translate lessons learned in 
documented manuals or working instructions, which are therefore used as a mean to codify the 
team “tacit” knowledge into an “explicit” form that the overall organization can leverage for its 
competitive advantage. 
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3.3. Data Collection Methods 
 
A mixed method approach (Leech & Onwuegbuzie 2009) supported by a survey questionnaire as 
the main source of captured data together with site observations was used to test the research 
hypothesis, since the factors that we want to look at, and their relative contributions, include 
employee involvement in the knowledge management and sharing process (Tashakori & Teddlie 
2003). 
 
To increase the reliability of the gathered data, data triangulation was used as suggested by Yin 
(2009). In particular document reviews and face-to-face interviews were compensated by an 
analysis of structured surveys with the aim of answering the research question and each related 
proposition thanks to the use of both qualitative and quantitative data (Yin 2009): 
 
Both the surveys and the face-to-face interviews, as well as direct observations, were used as the 
foundation for getting information related to the research problem. Using more than one source 
of information removes any limitations in using one method over the others, giving researchers a 
better degree of understanding around the research problem as indicated by Creswell (2009).  
 

3.3.1. Study Population and Sampling  
 
This study aimed to access a broad enough set of people in order to reflect as much as possible 
the employees situation within the business of CompanyX (Creswell 2009). 
  
We restricted our target population to software developers, as they are the ones closer to the 
software development processes and knowledge sharing activities, and their managers, as they are 
the ones being accountable for the overall product innovation and knowledge management 
process. 
 
An independent selection process was setup to create a sample that would be representative of the 
overall population (Walliman 2006). Among the 100 employees working in the Research & 
Development Department, 4 software developers belonging to 5 different R&D projects were 
selected randomly, for a total of 20 software development engineers that were used as the main 
target audience for the survey process. This random selection process guarantees that each 
employee within the targeted group had an equal chance of being selected from the sample.  
 
Only a representative subsample of employees, was chosen to take part in the face-to-face 
interviews. The selection criteria for this choice was based upon the following key criteria: 

 Level of Seniority 
 Years of experience in knowledge management practices of agile development 
 Ability to influence organizational capabilities of resource planning, deployment and 

reconfiguration. 
 
Based on the above key criteria, only 1 senior manager, among the 20 randomly selected software 
developers was interviewed.  The remainder of the population was instead queried via the survey. 
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3.3.2. Survey Design  
 
An online survey questionnaire, hosted by Survey Monkey (www.surveymonkey.com), was used 
to collect and collate quantitative data from within the organization. 
 
The survey was organized and standardized by giving all survey candidates the same set of 
questions, in the same order, together with the same set of completion instructions at the same 
time via a link provided by email. This removed any unintentional bias for the survey distribution 
and external factors that might influence those taking the survey, such as time of day, location etc. 
(Kelley et al. 2003).  
 
Respondents were also being informed that the answers they would give will be confidential and 
anonymous and further the information would not be communicated beyond the researchers, 
although the overall analysis details may be shown to the business management for future planning 
and analysis purposes (Yin 2009): 
 
The survey questionnaire (as stated in Appendix A: Survey & Interview Questionss), 
contained a first section composed by open-ended questions being focused on demographics data, 
which were used to build up an overall picture of the survey participants and allowed us to identify 
any potential demographic trends that might have influenced the survey responses.  The second 
part of the survey was composed of closed-end questions in which participants were asked to rate 
(on a 5-point Linkert Scale between 1 (Extremely disagree) to 5 (Extremely Agree)) their agreement 
and personal perception on several statements which were used to measure each one of the 
research hypothesis.  
 
For each variable used in our research framework (as in Figure 6) the following measurements 
were developed, taking into account relevant precedent research literature (Kelley et al. 2003), as 
showed in the below tables: 
 
Agile knowledge sharing practices as enhancer of dynamic capabilities  
Measurement Sources of previous research 
Firm can share information effectively  (Cheng et al. 2016) 
Agile practices of knowledge sharing increase the  mutual 
understanding among team members if well utilized by 
employees 

(Bari & Ahamad 2011) 
(Ersoy & Mahdy 2015) 
(Santos et al. 2014) 

Agile practices of knowledge sharing reduce uncertainties in 
work  

(Amritesh & Misra 2014) 
(Endres et al. 2007) 

Agile practices of knowledge sharing reduce dependencies 
on personnel retention and prevent knowledge loss 

(Pee et al. 2010) 
(Bari & Ahamad 2011) 

Agile practices of knowledge sharing increase team work 
output and facilitate team coordination 

(Endres et al. 2007) 
(Lesser & Storck 2001) 
(Takpuie & Tanner 2016) 

Knowledge sharing outputs are internalized and used for 
continuous organizational learning 

(Shih-Yi Chen Ching-Han 2012) 
(Zollo & Winter 2002) 

Table 1 Survey Measurements for agile knowledge sharing as enhancer of dynamic capabilities  
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Agile knowledge sharing practices as enabler of innovation 
Measurement Sources of previous research 
Agile knowledge sharing practices are contributors of 
competitive advantage 

(Leffingwell & Muirhead 2004) 

Agile knowledge sharing practices enable a better 
exploitation of innovation capabilities 

(Donate & Guadamillas 2011) 
(Lee 2016) 
(Lundvall & Nielsen 2007) 

Agile knowledge sharing practices contribute to the ability 
of continuously transforming knowledge into new ideas, 
products or practices 

(Breznik & Hisrich 2014) 
(Santos et al. 2014) 

Agile knowledge sharing practices allow the production of 
better software quality 

(Huo et al. 2004) 
(Johannessen et al. 2001) 

Agile knowledge sharing practices are used to create and 
explore new knowledge 

(Leon de La Barra et al. 2013) 
(Ryan & O’Connor 2009) 

Table 2 Survey Measurements for agile knowledge sharing as enabler of innovation 

 
Dynamic and Innovation Capabilities 
Measurement Sources of previous research 
Firm has enhanced capabilities of communication and 
coordination 

(Sher & Lee 2004) 
(Lawson & Samson 2001) 

Firm has enhanced customer relationships and continuously 
gather and use feedback from customers 

(Sher & Lee 2004) 
(Cheng et al. 2016) 

Firm has enhanced integration of knowledge in new 
product development 

(Eisenhardt & Martin 2000) 
 

Firm has enhanced responsiveness to changes (Shih-Yi Chen Ching-Han 2012) 
Firm introduces new products /services that are more 
innovative than competitors 
  

(Cheng et al. 2016) 
(Lubit 2001) 
(Wilson & Doz 2011) 

Table 3 Survey Measurements for dynamic and innovation capabilities  

Following the good practices indicated by (Kelley et al. 2003), the questionnaire was piloted with 
a sample of members of the target population in order to verify if respondents would understood 
the instructions and the questions being provided. Adjustments to the survey questions based on 
feedback received during the pilot phase were made as necessary. 
 
To guarantee high level of response rates, the survey questionnaire was left open for ten working 
days and after 5 working days an email  was sent out as a reminder to all survey participants to 
solicit timely responses (Kelley et al. 2003).  This approach was done to reduce the biasing of the 
survey responses and eliminate any top down pressure from managers that may have been 
inadvertently introduced. 
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3.3.3. Interviews Design 
 
The second phase of the study was based on a smaller set of faces to face interviews, carried out 
with a subset of employees chosen to be representative of the larger employee population, as well 
as performing a review of available documentation from the organization.  
 
Once again great effort was made to standardize the interview process and the recording of data 
taking during these interviews (Mack et al. 2011). The questions used for the interview (were 
standardized as much as possible and followed the same pattern as the survey questionnaire. Also, 
the same meeting room was used for all interviews, together with identical surroundings and the 
same means of recordings and methods for transcribing the interviewees’ responses. 
 
Each interview candidates received an identical email which invited them to participate in the 
interview and provided them with a summary of what the interview would entail; the overall 
structure nature of the interview together with the focus of the research for which it is being used. 
Candidates had the choice to decline the interview request without reason, if so desired. 
 

3.4. Ethical Considerations 
 
As also indicated by Yin (2009, p.73) ethical considerations should be part of the design of a case 
study as ethics come into play when involving individuals.  
 
In this case study, the name of the company has been protected by the alias name “CompanyX”. 
 
We obtained permission from the institution before carrying out the study. In this case, the heads 
of each department were contacted individually and each agreed that employees in their 
department could be used as part of the study.  
 
All participants in the case study were clearly informed before the data collection process began 
on the scope of the research as well as its methods and were given the possibility to express 
feedbacks or concerns on the data collection methods employed as well as were let free to decline 
participation in the study if wanted. 
 
As surveys were taken with an online tool, it was guaranteed by protecting the IP address of the 
survey participants that the anonymous nature of the surveys was guaranteed, as well as 
anonymizing the survey responses in terms of interviewee’s names, email addresses and other 
relevant personal information. 
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3.5. Data Analysis Methods 
  
The analysis of the data gained from the survey and the face to face interviews in its simplest form 
is concerned with filtering out the useful information from the rest of the data to support both the 
research hypothesis and research questions, which were presented in section 2.7. 
 
To avoid making false assumptions about the data (Saunders et al. 2009), it is advisable to create a 
framework to ensure the empirical data is processed correctly. Some assumptions may still need 
to be made and it is essential that the researcher make weighted judgement calls on the impacts of 
these assumptions.  
   
The choice of empirical methods used to perform data analysis were mostly influenced by the 
theoretical framework presented in Chapter 2, putting an emphasis on “tacit” knowledge sharing 
techniques as enhancers of dynamic capabilities and enablers of innovation, as a way to understand 
the potential relationship between dynamic capabilities and innovation within the Agile 
environment of the case study CompanyX (0). 
 
We analyzed the data to gain a clearer understanding of each aspect of the problem and establish 
how these elements are interconnected. As Mansour (2012) stated “…those who possess the most of the 
company’s knowledge are very often swamped with work, which prevents the individuals from sharing of their 
knowledge.”, and as such this bottleneck needs to be dispersed to improve knowledge management 
(Mansour 2012). 

 
3.5.1. Qualitative data analysis 

 
We used the concept of hermeneutic circle  (Cole & Avison 2007) as the basis for our analysis 
which revolves around the idea of a “spiral of understanding”, depicted in Figure 8. 
  

 
Figure 8 Hermeneutic circle adapted from (Cole & Avison 2007) 

This construct has allowed us to look at the problem under investigation and put forward the idea 
that a problem can be understood by understanding its constituent parts and the relationships 
between them (Cole & Avison 2007).  
 
Each piece of qualitative data gathered through direct observations, desk review of company 
information as well as face to face interviews, was analyzed after the event, common themes were 
highlighted and gathered depending on its important and relevance to the main research focus, 
and final conclusions drawn from comparison of observed data with literature.   
 
Using the hermeneutic circle approach to ensure that each collected observation was aligned with 
the overall aims of the research, gave us a better understanding of the key topics and their 
interrelationship.  
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3.5.2. Quantitative data analysis  
 
The collected quantitative data needs to be represented in a suitable numerical form. Only then 
statistical analysis can be performed (Christensen 2007).  
 
After the ten working days in which the survey was open, the individual responses were collected 
from the participants and transferred in an Excel file for further analysis. Out of 20 software 
developers originally queried for the interview, only 15 provided a response within the indicated 
time-frame, for an overall 75% of response rate obtained. 
 
Initially, the demographics of the survey participants were analyzed and descriptive statistics in the 
form of average and standard deviation of across the subset of survey questions were determined 
to provide an overview on the overall responses obtained, as shown in section 4.1. 
 
As part of the sanity checking process a reliability and consistency check was performed on the 
variables used to perform the survey. The internal consistency of the data was determined using 
the Cronbach alpha correlation test (Tavakol & Dennick 2011). 
  
The Cronbach Alpha Test (Tavakol and Dennick, 2011, p.53) shows how consistent a set of 
variables are within the value of its coefficient of reliability (the Alpha in the name). This 
consistency is rated on a fixed scale of between zero and one. An alpha rating approaching the 
upper end of this scale signifies a higher level of confidence of reliability than a variable towards 
the lower end of the scale (Cortina 1993; Tavakol & Dennick 2011). 
 
In a real-world scenario, confidence is gained by having as many environment variables with high 
alpha values being close to one as possible. Naturally most variables will have reliability measure 
somewhere within this range and not at the upper and lower extremes. How these intermediate 
values are interpreted, beyond the high-level definition offered by Cortina (1993), is open to a 
degree of subjectivity. One possible linear segregation is offered by George and Mallory (2003) as 
shown in the table below: 
 

Cronbach’s alpha 
reliability coefficient 

Internal consistency 0.9 ≤ ≤ 1 Excellent 0.7 ≤ < 0.9 Good 0.6 ≤ < 0.7 Acceptable 0.5 ≤ < 0.6 Poor 0 ≤ < 0.5 Unacceptable 
Table 4 Cronbach’s alpha interpretation of internal consistency (George and Mallory 2003) 

After the quantitative data was collected, a Cronbach alpha reliability test was conducted on the 
questions related to each hypothesis proposition presented in section 0. The scale presented in 
Table 4 was used to assess the internal consistency of the results. 
 
Following the reliability testing, cross-correlation among each individual measurement presented 
in section 3.3.2 was assessed by computing the Spearman correlation coefficient.  
  
Additionally, to deepen the investigation on the relationship between “tacit” knowledge 
management, dynamic capabilities and innovation in the agile environment of CompanyX, a 
Principal Component Analysis (PCA) was performed. 
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The main purpose of the PCA, according to Jolliffe (2002), is to reduce the number of variables 
by transforming the initial large number of correlated variables into a relatively smaller subset of 
uncorrelated components. Consequently, the PCA analysis also helps in mitigating effects of 
collinearity between the variables, which would otherwise introduce bias in the analysis results 
(Jolliffe 2002). 
 
After an initial extraction of the principal components, only the ones that had eigenvalues higher 
than 1 were retained. To make the interpretation of the retained components easier, the 
components were transformed using an Oblimin with Kaiser Normalization rotation (Delta=0), 
which is a linear transformation that is often applied to factors with the purpose of making their 
interpretation easier by highlighting the factor loadings into each component (Jolliffe 2002). 
 
The rotated components were finally analyzed by identifying the variables which carried the highest 
loadings. The decision to be made at this stage is to decide how large a factor loading must be to 
be considered “large”. For simplicity, we considered a loading to be “large” if its absolute value 
exceeds .50. 
 
Once the variables were reduced using PCA, we then applied a multiple linear regression analysis 
to determine the causality between the dependent variables (respectively dynamic and innovation 
capabilities at CompanyX) and the reduced independent variables (principal components). We 
then interpreted the significance of the model using the values of R square and the standardized 
coefficients (Beta values).  
  
All empirical data collected through Survey Monkey was transferred to an Excel file and after that 
imported in SPSS. The statistical analysis of the empirical data was performed in SPSS using already 
built in functions of the tool (e.g. Cronbach Alpha, Spearman correlation, PCA analysis). The 
complete results of the analysis are reported in Appendix B: Correlations in SPSS, Appendix C: 
Principal Component Analysis Results, and Appendix D: Multiple Regression Analysis in SPSS. 
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4. Empirical Findings 
   
The results of the data collection and analysis are presented in this chapter. Also, the empirical findings are discussed 
and compared to the theoretical framework and conclusions are drawn upon the collected data. 
 

4.1. Profile of respondents and descriptive statistics 
 
Table 5 reports the demographics of the obtained 15 survey responses, sorted according to their 
job title, years within the company and years of experience with Agile Knowledge Sharing 
practices.  
 

Demographics 
(Job Title) 

Responses 
(% of Grand Total) 

Years within the 
company 

(Avg. Years) 

Years of agile 
experience 

(Avg. Years) 
Functional Designer 6.67% 5 2 
Functional Tester 6.67% 4 3 
Junior Software Developer 13.33% 2.5 1 
Junior Software Tester 6.67% 2 1 
Product Designer 13.33% 4 2.5 
Senior Software Developer 20.00% 9.3 4 
Software Developer 6.67% 3 2 
Software Manager 6.67% 10 5 
Software Tester 13.33% 4 2.5 
Technical Writer 6.67% 2 0.8 
  100% 5 2.52 

Table 5 Demographics of Survey Responses (N=15) 

As shown in Table 5, the survey addressed a variegated audience of individuals, ranging from 
Junior Software Developers to Software Managers. On average, the survey participants have been 
working in CompanyX for 5 years and have had experience or exposure with agile methodologies 
of knowledge sharing for half of their time within the company (2.52 years on average).  
 
For each survey question, the responses associated with the individual measurement factors 
reported in section 0 were summarized by computing the average of the responses and their 
standard deviation for each hypothesis measurement. The survey responses are summarized in 
Figure 9, Figure 10 and Figure 11 respectively, in the form of box plots developed for each survey 
question.   
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Figure 9 Boxplot for “Agile knowledge sharing as enhancer of dynamic capabilities” measurements (N=15) 

 

 
Figure 10 Boxplot for “Agile knowledge sharing as enabler of innovation” measurements (N=15) 
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Figure 11 Boxplot for “Dynamic and Innovation Capabilities” measurements (N=15) 

 
4.2. Reliability of Measurements   

 
The results of the correlation analysis performed on the data is reported in Appendix A: Survey & 
Interview Questions, where statistically significant correlations are highlighted with (*) for 
alpha values equal to 0.05, and with (**) for alpha values equal to 0.01. 
 
Furthermore, the reliability of both dependant and independent variables was tested by means of 
a Cronbach Alpha test, as discussed in section 0. Results are reported in Table 6. 
 

Hypothesis 
Variable 

Type 
No. of 

Measurements 
Min Max  

Agile knowledge sharing as 
enhancer of dynamic 
capabilities 

Independent 6 1 5 0.9268 

Agile knowledge sharing as 
enabler of innovation 

Independent 5 1 5 0.9018 

Enhanced dynamic 
capabilities and innovation 

Dependent 
  

5 1 5 0.6728 

Table 6 Reliability of measurements 

Cronbach’s  for the 6 measurements of “agile knowledge sharing as enhancer of dynamic 
capabilities” (H1) was 0.9268. The  for the 5 measurements of “agile knowledge sharing as 
enabler of innovation” (H2) was 0.9018. Finally, the  for the dynamic capabilities and innovation 
measurements was 0.6728, demonstrating a high reliability for the measurements, ranging from 
“Excellent” to “Acceptable” rating, according to the scale in Table 4 Cronbach’s alpha 
interpretation of internal consistency (George and Mallory 2003). 
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4.3. Principal Component Analysis 
 
Principal Component Analysis was used to reduce the number of factors used to describe each 
variable and to transform correlated variables into un-correlated ones, to avoid multi-collinearity 
during regression.  
 

4.3.1. Creating a new set of independent variables 
 
A PCA was conducted on the independent variables “Agile Knowledge Sharing as enhancer of 
dynamic capabilities” (Table 1) and “Agile Knowledge Sharing as enabler of innovation”(Table 2), 
which led to the reduction of the factors used to describe such variables from an original number 
of 11 to 4 principal components. 
 
For the independent variable “Agile Knowledge Sharing as enhancer of dynamic capabilities”, 2 principal 
components which accounted for the 70.82% of cumulative variance of the data were extracted, 
as shown in Figure 12 and Table 7. 

 
Figure 12 SPSS Scree Plot for Independent Variable “Agile Knowledge Sharing as enhancer of dynamic 

capabilities” 

 

 
Table 7 Total variance explained of independent variable “Agile Knowledge Sharing as enhancer of dynamic 

capabilities” 
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The results of the principal component extraction and consequent Oblimin rotation are showed 
in the table below: 

Variables for “Agile Knowledge Sharing as enhancer of 
dynamic capabilities” 

Principal Components 
1 2 

Agile practices of knowledge sharing reduce uncertainties in work .883 -.208 
Agile practices of knowledge sharing increase team work output 
and facilitate team coordination .816 -.399 

Firm can share information effectively .771 .350 
Agile practices of knowledge sharing increase the  mutual 
understanding among team members if well utilized by employees .729 .152 

Agile practices of knowledge sharing reduce dependencies on 
personnel retention and prevent knowledge loss -.223 .766 

Knowledge sharing outputs are internalized and used for 
continuous organizational learning .429 .712 

Table 8 Principal Components for Independent Variables 

In Table 8 the factors which have a loading value of more than 0.50 were highlighted in bold and 
used as a mean to match the principal components to categories that would reflect the literature 
expressed in Chapter 2. : 
 

 Principal Component 1 was renamed as “Team Performance” as the factors included to 
such group describe the effect of knowledge sharing on “reduction of uncertainties at 
work”, “increased team work and team coordination”, “share of information effectively” 
and “mutual understanding among team members”; 

 Principal Component 2 was renamed “Organizational Performance”, as the factors 
belonging to such group deal with the ability of the organization to use Agile Knowledge 
practices for “continuous organizational learning”, and to “prevent knowledge loss”. 

 
For the independent variable “Agile Knowledge Sharing as enabler of innovation”, 2 principal components 
which accounted for the 61.57% of cumulative variance of the data were extracted, as shown in 
Figure 13 and Table 9. 

 
Figure 13  SPSS Scree Plot for Independent Variable “Agile Knowledge Sharing as enabler of innovation” 
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Table 9 Total variance explained of independent variable “Agile Knowledge Sharing as enabler of innovation” 

The results of the principal component extraction and consequent Oblimin rotation are showed 
in Table 10. 
 

Variables for “Agile Knowledge Sharing as enabler of innovation” 
Principal 

Components 
1 2 

Agile knowledge sharing practices allow the production of better 
software quality .920 -.120 

Agile knowledge sharing practices contribute to the ability of 
continuously transforming knowledge into new ideas, products or 
practices 

.841 .086 

Agile knowledge sharing practices are contributors of competitive 
advantage .280 .819 

Agile knowledge sharing practices enable a better exploitation of 
innovation capabilities .165 -.555 

Agile knowledge sharing practices are used to create and explore new 
knowledge -.330 .529 

Table 10 Principal Components Extraction 

In Table 10 the factors which loading more than 0.50 were highlighted in bold and used as a mean 
to match the principal components to categories that would reflect the literature expressed in 
Chapter 2: 
 

 Principal Component 3 was renamed “Product Performance”, as the factors belonging 
to such group deal with the effects of Agile Knowledge sharing practices on “producing 
better software quality” and “transforming knowledge into new products”; 

 Principal Component 4 was renamed as “Innovation Performance” as the factors 
belonging to this component describes the contribution of Agile Knowledge sharing 
practices to “achieve competitive advantage” as well as the ability of the firm to “explore 
new knowledge” to “exploit innovation capabilities”. 
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4.3.3. Creating a new set of dependent variables 
 
The 5 original factors used to measure the dependant variable of “Enhanced Dynamic Capabilities 
and Innovation” (Table 3) were also reduced using the PCA method to 2 Principal Components, 
which are accounting for 73.75% of the cumulative variance within the data, as showed in Figure 
14 and Table 11. 

 
Figure 14 SPSS Scree Plot for Dependent Variables 

 

 
Table 11 SPSS Total variance explained for dependent variables 

The results of the principal component extraction and consequent Oblimin rotation process is 
reported in Table 12, where the factors loading higher than 0.5 are highlighted for each principal 
component. 

Dependent Variables 
Components 

1 2 

Firm has enhanced capabilities of communication and coordination .877 -.193 

Firm has enhanced responsiveness to changes .814 .316 
Firm has enhanced customer relationships and continuously gather and use 
feedback from customers .711 -.041 

Firm introduces new products /services that are more innovative than 
competitors -.250 .871 

Firm has enhanced integration of knowledge in new product development .248 .851 
Table 12 Summary of Principal Component Extraction with Oblimin Rotation 
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Based on the results of the PCA reported in Table 12 and considering the relevant literature, the 
following principal components are identified as dependent variables: 
 

 Principal Component 1 was renamed as “Dynamic Capabilities” as the factors included 
to such group describe the ability of the firm for “communication and coordination”, 
“responsiveness to change” and “increased customer relationships”;  

 Principal Component 2 was renamed “Innovation Capabilities”, as the factors belonging 
to such group deal with the ability of the organization to “introduce products that are more 
innovative than competitors” and “integrate knowledge into new product development. 
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4.4. Multiple Regression Analysis 
 
Multiple regression analysis was used to further investigate the relationship between the dependent 
variables, respectively “Dynamic Capabilities” and “Innovation Capabilities”, and the independent 
variables as principal components extracted in section 4.3.1, in support of the research hypothesis 
and research questions presented in section 2.7. 
 

4.4.1. Testing Hypothesis 1 
 
Hypothesis 1 predicted a positive and direct relationship between “dynamic capabilities” and “agile 
knowledge sharing practices”, within CompanyX environment. To test Hypothesis 1, a linear 
regression was performed on the dependant variable “Dynamic Capabilities”, using the 
independent variables (extracted principal components) of “Team Performance”, “Organizational 
Performance”, “Product Performance” and “Innovation Performance” as predictors. Detailed 
results of the linear regression can be found in Appendix D: Multiple Regression Analysis in SPSS. 
 
Looking at the results of the regression analysis, it is important to note first that the overall 
statistical significant of the model is supported, since p<0.05.  
 
Of the four independent variables “Team Performance”, “Organizational Performance”, “Product 
Performance”, “Innovation Performance”, only the predictor “Innovation Performance” reported 
a statistically significant coefficient (b=0.527, p=0.044 <0.05), being able to explain 52.7% of the 
variation in the dependent variable (R=0.527). The remainder predictors did not yield any 
significant result, therefore were excluded from the model.  
 
The statistically significant factor “Innovation Performance” describes the ability of CompanyX 
to leverage Agile Knowledge sharing practices to “achieve competitive advantage” as well as the 
ability of the firm to “explore new knowledge” to “exploit innovation”.   
 
On the other hand, the dependant variable of “Dynamic Capabilities” describes the characteristics 
of CompanyX of experiencing “increased responsiveness to change”, “increased communication 
and coordination capacities” and “increased reception of customer feedback”. 
 
The positive value of the beta coefficient of the “Innovation Performance” factor indicates a 
positive and direct relationship between Dynamic Capabilities and Agile Knowledge Sharing 
practices, posing focus on the benefits of such practices in allowing a better exploration of 
knowledge to exploit innovation, thus allowing us to reject the null Hypothesis and to confirm 
Hypothesis 1 with a 95% level of confidence. 
 
The above finding is consistent with the literature, according to which knowledge sharing practices, 
if used to explore new knowledge, can be beneficial for an organization to enhance its internal 
dynamic capabilities and achieve competitive advantage (Lubit 2001; Zollo & Winter 2002). 
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4.4.2. Testing Hypothesis 2 
 
Hypothesis 2 predicted a positive and direct relationship between “innovation capabilities” and 
“agile knowledge sharing practices”, within CompanyX environment. 
 
To test Hypothesis 2, a linear regression was performed on the dependant variable “Innovation 
Capabilities”, using the independent variables (extracted principal components) of “Team 
Performance”, “Organizational Performance”, “Product Performance”, and “Innovation 
Performance” as predictors. Detailed results of the linear regression can be found in Appendix D: 
Multiple Regression Analysis in SPSS. 
 
Looking at the results of the regression analysis, it is important to note first that the overall 
statistical significant of the model is supported, since p<0.05.  
 
Of the four independent variables “Team Performance”, “Organizational Performance”, “Product 
Performance”, “Innovation Performance”, only the predictor “Team Performance” reported a 
statistically significant coefficient (b=0.553, p=0.033 <0.05), being able to explain 55.3% of the 
variation in the dependent variable (R=0.553).   
 
The statistically significant factor “Team Performance” describes the effect of knowledge sharing 
practices for the “reduction of uncertainties at work”, “increased team work and team 
coordination”, “share of information effectively” and “understanding of employees”. 
 
On the other hand, the dependant variable of “Innovation Capabilities” describes the ability of 
CompanyX of to “introduce products that are more innovative than competitors” and “integrate 
knowledge into new product development practices”. 
 
The positive value of the beta coefficient of the “Team Performance” factor indicates a positive 
and direct relationship between Innovation Capabilities and Agile Knowledge Sharing practices, 
highlighting focus on the benefits of such practices in increasing team work coordination and 
synergies, as well as better information sharing, thus allowing us to reject the null Hypothesis and 
to confirm Hypothesis 2. As such we can conclude that there is a direct and positive relationship 
between the use of Agile Knowledge Sharing practices and increased innovation capabilities. 
 
The above finding is consistent with the literature, according to which an organization can benefit 
from the use of knowledge sharing practices to increase team work, which will in turn lead to 
better product development as well as more effective innovation processes (Santos et al. 2014; 
Takpuie & Tanner 2016; Ryan & O’Connor 2013). 
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4.6. Discussion of the results 
    
The purpose of this study was to assess of whether practices for tacit knowledge management and 
knowledge sharing, can act as enhancers of a firm’s dynamic capabilities and enablers of innovation 
within the agile organization.  
 
We have attempted to support our hypothesis by analyzing the factors that affect knowledge 
sharing methodologies at CompanyX, a case study company using agile methodologies of 
knowledge sharing, and further assessing the effect of such factors on both dynamic capabilities 
and innovation. 
   
Using a two-fold approach based on both survey and face to face interviews as well as document 
reviews, we queried a sample of CompanyX employees, with measurements drawn upon relevant 
literature that aimed at weighing the benefits of knowledge sharing techniques on both dynamic 
capabilities and innovation, and further testing the perceived level of both dynamic and innovation 
capabilities within the organization. 
 
From a first screening of the survey responses (which contributed for a 75% of response rate) and 
their descriptive statistics (as in section 4.1) as well as box plots, agile knowledge sharing 
methodologies employed at CompanyX are perceived to have a positive effect on both dynamic 
capabilities and innovation. Furthermore CompanyX is perceived to experience enhanced dynamic 
capabilities and innovation from the use of agile knowledge sharing methodologies. 
 
Based on the result of the Cronbach’s Alpha test (reported in section 4.2), an “Excellent” level of 
inter-agreement was found among the survey participants concerning the role of Agile Knowledge 
Sharing methodologies as enhancers of dynamic capabilities ( = 0.9268 ) and enablers of 
innovation ( = 0.9018). On the other hand, the level of inter-agreement among participants 
concerning the role of enhanced dynamic capabilities and innovation could only be rated as 
“Acceptable” ( = 0.6728).   
 
The difference among such ratings may lie in the fact that most the survey participants were 
software developers who are very close to the development process and therefore have direct 
experience of the effects of agile knowledge sharing methodologies on, for example, the increased 
quality of the produced software or the dynamics of teamwork activities. This may have 
contributed to an easier assessment of both Hypothesis 1 and 2 measurements, which resulted 
inevitably in higher level of inter-agreement, as all survey participants were most likely to 
experience such factors in first person (Santos et al. 2014; Ghobadi & D’Ambra 2013). 
 
On the other hand, the overall perceived level of  dynamic capabilities and innovation might not 
have appeared to be that immediate to the survey participants as knowledge of such relationship 
would require an overall understanding of CompanyX dynamics that a software developer might 
not necessarily have or have yet experienced, therefore potentially explaining the lower inter-
agreement rating of such measurement.  
 
Regardless of the above described differences, all measurements resulted to be reliable, hence 
further analysis was carried out to test our research model. 
 
From the results of the cross-correlation analysis among the measures (reported in Appendix B: 
Correlations in SPSS), several statistically significant correlations (marked with (*) for 0.05 
significance and (**) for 0.01 significance) among the factors of agile knowledge sharing that might 
contribute to enhanced dynamic capabilities and innovation were noted.  
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In particular, the ability of the firm to share information effectively was indicated to help in 
reducing uncertainties at work (*), facilitate team coordination (**), enable the exploration of 
knowledge to create new products or practices (*), as well as producing better software quality 
(**).  The above noted correlations are consistent with the findings of (Ryan & O’Connor 2009) 
and (Takpuie & Tanner 2016), according to which there is a positive relationship between team 
social interactions to share knowledge and produced software quality. 
 
The extent by which employees understand and apply agile knowledge sharing methodologies at 
work was also found to be correlated with the ability of the firm to experience enhanced 
capabilities of communication and coordination (**), as well as its ability to use knowledge for the 
development of new products or services (**). On the other hand, agile knowledge sharing 
practices was observed to be inversely correlated with the ability of CompanyX to retain knowledge 
and prevent its loss (**). As also suggested by (Johannessen et al. 2001),  both tacit and explicit 
knowledge management should be employed in order to prevent knowledge loss. CompanyX 
methodologies of tacit knowledge sharing might therefore not be enough to guarantee knowledge 
is internalized within the organization. 
 
Following the cross-correlation analysis, four different groups (components) of independent 
factors were identified using the principal component analysis (as described in section 4.3). These 
variables fell under similar categories as previous empirical research and were categorized as “Team 
Performance”, “Organizational Performance”, “Product Performance” and “Innovation Performance”, following 
the research tradition described in chapter 2.  
 
Multiple regression analysis was used to investigate the causal relationship between the above-
mentioned factors and the dependent variables of “Dynamic Capabilities” and “Innovation 
Capabilities”, to test our research hypothesis respectively. 
  
Both research hypothesis, which predicted a direct and positive relationship between the use of 
agile knowledge sharing methodologies and both dynamic capabilities and innovation, were 
sustained statistically by our model with a 95% confidence level.   
 
From hypothesis 1 testing (section 4.4.1), it is evident how CompanyX is currently leveraging agile 
knowledge sharing practices to “achieve competitive advantage”, in particular by “exploring new 
knowledge” to “exploit innovation”.  These factors, which belong to the principal component of 
“Innovation Performance”, were found to be directly related to CompanyX’s enhanced dynamic 
capabilities. On the other hand, the factors of “Team Performance”, “Product Performance”, 
“Organizational Performance” and “Strategic Performance” did not provide a statistically valid 
contribution in the regression model.   
 
From hypothesis 2 testing (section 4.4.2), only the principal component of “Team Performance”, 
which describes the use of agile knowledge sharing to “enhance team coordination”, “improve 
communication” and “share information effectively”, was found to be statistically related to the 
enhancement of CompanyX innovation capabilities, expressed in terms of the ability of 
CompanyX to develop new products which are more innovative than competitors.  
 
The results of both correlation and regression analysis, performed to test both Hypothesis 1 and 
Hypothesis 2, have allowed us to answer our research question, since agile knowledge sharing 
practices at Company X appear to contribute to the enhancement of both its dynamic and 
innovation capabilities. However, only few of the initially supposed variables seem to have a 
statistically valid effect on such relationship.  
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The above illustrated observations are line with Ryan and O’Connor (2009) findings, according to 
which tacit knowledge sharing practices among software development teams are predictors of 
work effectiveness but not efficiency. In particular, despite CompanyX teams are experiencing 
effective knowledge transfer, that results in improved product development processes and 
enhanced team coordination, the inverse correlation between the use of agile knowledge sharing 
methodologies and the ability to retain organizational knowledge is consistent with the definition 
of “tacit” knowledge which, being not always explicitly expressed or documented, might not always 
be preserved by the team sharing activities (Ryan & O’Connor 2009; Ryan & O’Connor 2013) .  
  
Finally, such results  seems to indicate that CompanyX dynamic and innovation capabilities are 
mostly based on the act of “sensing”, in the form of acquiring and sharing new knowledge to 
innovate its products (Teece 2016), and only partially on the aspect of “seizing”, in the form of 
using agile knowledge sharing methodologies to reduce uncertainties at work or enhance team 
coordination by sharing of new information (Eisenhardt & Martin 2000; Zheng et al. 2011). The 
principal components of “Product Performance” and “Organizational Performance” did not 
produce in fact any statistically valid contribution to neither CompanyX’s dynamic nor innovation 
capabilities. These components describe the ability of the organization to “seize” knowledge in 
order to produce better software quality as well as internalize knowledge for continuous 
organizational learning, both aspects which fall into the “reconfiguring” attribute of dynamic 
capabilities (Eisenhardt & Martin 2000; Shih-Yi Chen Ching-Han 2012). 
 
According to (Ellonen et al. 2009), firms that have a strong sensing capability, but on the other 
hand present moderately low seizing and reconfiguring capabilities might run into “the risk of 
developing too radical innovations which the firm is unable to absorb”. It might in the long-run also be the 
case of CompanyX, which has managed so far to leverage its core software development expertise 
to develop radical software solutions for the automotive dealership market, but that might need in 
the future to better internalize its “tacit” knowledge for continuous innovation. According to (Sher 
& Lee 2004) and (Johannessen et al. 2001) a possible way to do so is to leverage the company IT 
infrastructure to better guarantee efficiency in the transfer of tacit knowledge to explicit one. 
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5. Conclusion 
 
This chapter presents the limitations of our research findings as well as routes and suggestions for further development 
are presented. At the end, a summary as well as a final conclusions are reported. 
 

5.1. Limitations and routes for development 
 
This study aimed to determine whether the introduction of the agile knowledge sharing 
methodologies into a business could increase innovation by enhancing its internal dynamic 
capabilities.  No study is complete and perfect, and this was no exception. Several limitations exist 
which should be considered during future studies.  
 
First of all, one must look at the reliability and validity of our findings. Although several measures 
were taken to ensure the process and results were unbiased, the reliability and validity of the 
research should be considered. 
 
Validity is obtained only if there is a logical process and sequence to the questions that are used to 
investigate the research problem (S. and Ylo ̈stalo 2002). One way to improve the reliability and 
validity is to base future studies on past ones, building the validity over time using known previously 
valid studies as a foundation modifying them to suit the study currently under way. The minimum 
criteria for validity was supported by our study by development survey measurements which were 
directly extracted from past research studies and their findings. Furthermore, the internal reliability 
of our findings was measured and verified statistically using Cronbach’s alpha - showing that our 
survey met the requirements for reliability. However, an important limitation of our research lies 
in the fact that the organization selected for this case study only recently introduced agile 
knowledge sharing practices into its operations. This aspect constitutes a limitation of our research 
as, with more time, the impact of agile knowledge sharing practices on CompanyX dynamic 
capabilities would have better emerged among the sampled population, and would have therefore 
resulted in a higher reliability of the research results. 
 
Additionally, our research findings were generated from a sampled population which was relatively 
small (N=15). A larger target population, and sample, should be addressed to determine whether 
our findings provide and accurate reflection of a wider audience. 
 
Finally, another important limitation concerns the generalizability of the research findings 
(Walliman 2006). In our case, it cannot be guaranteed that our results are sufficiently general since 
they were born out of a specific case study in a single company, and as such no indications of how 
typical, or not, this company is in any wider sphere of business can be determined from our results. 
A multi-company case study might be interesting to be developed in the future, in order to assess 
eventual differences on the use of agile knowledge sharing practices within different types of 
businesses. 
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5.2. Summary and Conclusions  
 
This study aimed to determine whether the introduction of the agile knowledge sharing 
methodologies into a business could increase innovation by enhancing its internal dynamic 
capabilities.  
 
The results of our research have shown that there is a direct relationship between applying an agile 
mindset and employee innovation and this has been reinforced by the observations made at 
CompanyX.  
 
The agile mindset is becoming more prevalent as the approach of choice in many industries, not 
only the IT sector, and the increasing important of innovation and leverage of employee 
knowledge to maintain competitive edge is becoming a critical factor in today’s competitive 
marketplaces.  
 
Although agile cannot, and should not, be seen as the solution to all knowledge sharing issues, its 
merits have been shown by this and other independent research and as such should not be 
dismissed before it has been adequately considered.  
 
The knowledge possessed by both individual employees, and groups of likeminded employees, 
should be considered a valuable asset and as such employees need to be treated as such.  
 
The days of company or brand loyalty have long gone and the increasing adoption of technologies 
no longer restricts employees either geographically or temporally to any single business. New 
technology is evolving at a rapid paces and so as this progresses new approaches and techniques 
to address these issue will inevitably arise, widening the opportunities of research in this area. 
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7. Appendix A: Survey & Interview Questions 
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8. Appendix B: Correlations in SPSS 
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9. Appendix C: Principal Component Analysis Results 
PCA Results for Agile Knowledge Sharing as enhancer of dynamic capabilities 
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PCA Results for Agile Knowledge Sharing as enabler of innovation 
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PCA Results for Enhanced Dynamic Capabilities and Innovation 
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10. Appendix D: Multiple Regression Analysis in SPSS 
Hypothesis 1 Regression Analysis Results 
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Hypothesis 2 Regression Analysis Results 
 

 

  

 

 

 


